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On November 28, 2011, the US Presidential Memorandum on “Managing Government Records” 1 which 
is designed to modernize United States Federal records management and enforce standards was signed 
to capture all permanent records electronically. This was aimed to ensure capture and availability of 
records for FOIA (Freedom of Information Act) and congressional requests and for other discovery use 
cases. This directive set two major milestones:  

✓ December 31st, 2016 – U.S. Federal agencies will manage both permanent and temporary email 
records in an electronically accessible format 

✓ December 31st, 2019 – U.S. Federal agencies will manage all permanent and temporary electronic 
records in an electronic format 

To help agencies meet this directive, the National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) provided 
guidance in the form of the “Capstone Approach” 2, which specifies a framework for agencies to meet the 
obligations outlined in the presidential directive 3.  
 
Many US Federal Government agencies had undertaken several measures including development of 
Interagency Agreement, definition of roles and responsibilities, creation of policies, procedure guides etc. 
A key measure of success is evidenced with an achievement of excellent “Low Risk” scores by many 
organizations in NARA’s Records Management Self-Assessment (RMSA) in FY 16 4.  
 
State and Local Governments across the United States can leverage the work done by NARA and other 
Federal Agencies and learn the lessons in order to have a successful planning and implementation of their 
Records Management Solutions. 

 
Exhibit 1: Overview of Records Lifecycle Activities 

                                                 

 

 

 

 
1 Managing Government Records Directive (M-12-18) 
2 White Paper on The Capstone Approach and Capstone GRS 
3 NARA Bulletin 2013-02 - Guidance on a New Approach to Managing Email Records. 
4 Records Management Self-Assessment 2015 - An Assessment of Records Management Programs in the Federal 
Government 
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Large-scale technical solutions frequently fail to achieve the desired results because the implementations 
do not address the readiness of processes and people. A technically sound or a leading -edge technology 
solution that automates bad or broken processes without engaging its users through proper 
communications and training is a recipe for disaster. There are a few key issues that need to be addressed 
for a successful Records Management Solution. The issues can be broadly categorized into the dimensions 
of People, Process and Technology. The issues include, but not limited to, the following.  
 

1) Addressing the large volumes of unstructured data existing in "I Drives", Shared Drives, SharePoint and 
other local and network repositories 
2) Updating the business processes and quality control, assurance and enforcement of rules 
3) Clarity in Taxonomy, Nomenclature, and Standardization  
4) Easy and unambiguous identification of Records, Version Control and Configuration 
5) User Education, Training, Adoption, Evaluation and Improvement 
6) Alignment with Stakeholder groups and Technology Teams 
7) Adherence to Enterprise Processes such as System Development Life Cycle (SDLC), Accessibility 
Compliance, Information Security Assessment and Authorization etc. 
8) Technical Architecture, Design, Business Rules, Interfaces and Configuration in alignment with 
Enterprise SharePoint Governance and Policy Framework; Ensuring Records Management 
Implementation schedule alignment with the schedule of SharePoint Platform Upgrade to version 2013  
9) Operational Readiness and Business Continuity from all aspects of People, Process and Technology 
 
 
 
 
Based on SD Solutions LLC's experience with several successful implementations of Enterprise-wide 
initiatives, we understand that Records Management Implementation is not an easy task given the 
complexity, size, business processes, legislative and statutory mandates and interfaces with other entities 
and use of multitude of technology assets that serve a large work force and millions of citizens.  
 
A hasty and ill-thought out enterprise technology implementation effort without developing a governance 
framework that aligns corresponding people, stakeholders, business processes with technology 
components will negate its credibility from the get-go and often end up with frustrated workforce, less or 
no user adoption, cost and schedule overruns, and compliance issues. As a result, the business owners 
and their technology counterparts in charge of the implementation will be constantly putting out fires. 
 
SD Solutions LLC's implementation approach for a Records Management system starts with a solid 
Governance plan, invariably called a Program Management Plan (PMP), that covers the broad vision of 
the initiative, goals and objectives, roles and responsibilities, key measures of success and a Roadmap to 
execution towards successful completion. We understand that good Governance Plan is “necessary but 
not sufficient” to ensure success, a Governance Plan alone will not guarantee the success of a technology 
solution. 
 
 A good governance plan, coupled with understanding of the client’s culture, processes and use of 
seasoned personnel experienced in similar enterprise-wide initiatives and leverage of alliances with 
Microsoft, SharePoint Team and partnering with stakeholder organizations is essential for success. The 

SD Solutions LLC’s Approach 

Problem Statement 
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Exhibit -2 depicts a SD Solutions LLC’s high-level representation of the Records Management 
Implementation Approach.  

 
Exhibit 2: SD Solutions LLC’s High-Level Approach to Records Management Implementation 

  
 
Microsoft SharePoint Technology is a proven technical solution for Records Management. However, 
making it work within the boundaries of our clients’ processes, culture, business rules involves meticulous 
planning and execution. It is the set of activities that happen prior to technical implementation that 
determines success. By working with client staff and Technology Partners, SD Solutions, LLC will develop 
and implement a solution with the following steps to cover all aspects of People, Process and Technology. 
 
 
 
Organizational Change Management for ensuring User Education, Adoption, Evaluation and Improvement 

is an integral part of a successful implementation. The following steps are taken to ensure the People are 

ready and their adoption is planned from the initial phase. 

 

✓ Build the Big Picture for the Enterprise for an overview of Records Management Solution 

✓ Set up a Governance Structure to address the needs of multiple stakeholder groups 

✓ Executive Buy-In and Stakeholder Management including necessary coordination with Unions 

✓ Develop a Communication Strategy and Plan and align it with Technology Implementation Phases 

and Schedule to ensure right messages are delivered to the right people at the right time 

throughout the process. SD Solutions, LLC is leading the Communication efforts for Microsoft 

Initiatives Program Office (MIPO) for initiatives including SharePoint, Exchange Server Upgrade, 

MS Office Pro, Windows OS etc. as part of our Prime Contract at Internal Revenue Service (IRS) 

✓ Clearly Define and Communicate the Roles and Responsibilities with RASCI Charts, RAMs 

✓ Conduct regular meetings and periodically communicate progress, updates and expectations 

according to the communication plan 

✓ Develop/update the Training Plans, User Guides and Ensure Readiness 

Solution 

People 
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✓ Conduct Training in accordance with NARA Guidelines 5 

✓ Define Adoption Success Metrics, Evaluate Results through Surveys and other Feedback 

Mechanisms, and take any corrective actions to improve adoption and user experience 

 

 
 

✓ Develop and use an approved Governance Plan that includes Roles, Responsibilities to create the 

Implementation Roadmap. Leverage past enterprise implementation experience, Vendor 

relationships, alliances with stakeholders. Follow SDLC Guidelines and IT Process Asset Library. 

✓ Take a holistic view of policies and ensure process updates are coordinated and synchronous. For 

example, when updating IRMs, SBU Data/PII Privacy Policy, identify what is the record Data, what 

to include and its impact on Records Policy, how updates to Form such as employee separation is 

handled with reference to other policies etc. 

✓ Content analysis that describes and categorizes content, including Unstructured Data in I Drives, 

Shared Drives and other locations in the enterprise that can become records, that provides source 

locations, and that describes how the content will move to the records management application. 

✓ Unambiguous definition of Taxonomy, Metadata, Nomenclature, Configuration, Version Control, 

Naming Convention, and easy identification of Drafts Vs Final Records based on configuration. For 

example, if certain documents have 40 different draft versions before they become 

FINAL/Record, what should be retained and what should be deleted? If the drafts were named in 

a format such as <Doc Name DRAFT Version Number Date> and the Final / Record Version does 

not include DRAFT Version Number and has FINAL in the name, it can be easily identified as a 

record not just manually, but the tool can be configured to reject such files that don’t follow the 

configuration/naming convention. Such a simple preventive measure will save potential data 

quality issues in the future. Similar enforcement of processes shall be defined and implemented 

✓ File plan that indicates, for each kind of record in the enterprise, where they should be retained 

as records, the policies that apply to them, how long they must be retained, how they should be 

disposed of, and who is responsible for managing them. 

✓ Compliance requirements document that defines the rules that the organization's IT systems must 

follow to ensure compliance and the methods that are used to ensure the participation of 

enterprise team members. Enabling Technology features for enforcement / rejection of 

improperly configured records.  

✓ Efficient Storage Management by identifying and deleting versions that are not records and no 

longer required.  

✓ Method for collecting records that are no longer active from all record sources, such as 

collaboration servers, file servers, and email systems 

✓ Method for auditing records while they are active and Method for capturing records' metadata 

and audit histories and for maintaining them 

                                                 

 

 

 

 
5 FAQs About NARA's Certificate of Federal Records Management Training Program 
https://www.archives.gov/records-mgmt/training/certification-faq.html 

Process 
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✓ Process for holding records (suspending their disposition) when events such as litigations occur 

✓ System for monitoring and reporting on the handling of records to ensure that employees are 

filing, accessing, and managing them according to defined policies and processes 

✓ Operational Readiness and Ongoing Maintenance Plan  

 

 
 
For the purposes of this Whitepaper, we consider Microsoft SharePoint as the Technology for 
implementation and leverage its Records Management options and features. SD Solutions, LLC has been 
working with Microsoft resources over the years and will leverage the relationship to address the 
following considerations for a technical solution that is technically superior, compliant with SharePoint 
Governance and easier to operate and maintain with less total cost of ownership in the long term. 

✓ Scalability and Performance 
o Relevant Strategies / Features – Remote Blob Storage, Query Optimizations, Minimal 

Download, Distributed Cache, Scalable Search, Request Management etc. 
✓ Inventory of Records, Information Management Content Types, Location Based Policies 
✓ Setting up Record Management Roles – Security, Roles, Access Controls 
✓ Capacity Planning for future growth of records 
✓ Flexibility, Boundaries and Limitations 

o Web/App Server Limits, Content Database size / limits, Site Collections per content db. 
etc. 

✓ Define and Use Quality and Dynamic Metadata 
✓ Robust Taxonomy and Content Organizer 
✓ Multi-level Retention Policies; Uniform retention policies across SharePoint and Exchange if Site 

Mailboxes are used 
✓ eDiscovery, Hold Records, Data Loss and Protection 
✓ Site Policies and Compliance; File Plans and Retention Schedules, Auditing  
✓ In Place Vs Record Center considerations 6 

The following high-level activities occur in SharePoint to implement the solution  
✓ Create and configure a Records Center site 
✓ Develop Records Management Plan and consider pros and cons of In-Place Vs Record Center 
✓ Create and configure a Records Center site 
✓ Create a Records Center site 
✓ Create libraries or lists to manage records 
✓ Add an existing content type to a list or library 
✓ Create and add site columns to lists, libraries or content types 
✓ Create information management policies for records 
✓ Add policy features to the information management policy 
✓ Add an auditing policy feature to an information management policy 

For In-Place solution: 

                                                 

 

 

 

 
6 Use a SharePoint Server 2013 records archive or manage records in place - https://technet.microsoft.com/en-
us/library/ee424394.aspx 

Technology 
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✓ Configure in-place records management 
✓ Activate in-place records management at the site collection level 
✓ Configure record declaration settings at the list or library level 

 
 
 
 

✓ Prime Contract Past Performance includes serving Large Organizations such as Internal Revenue 
Service (over 140,000 Employees and Contractors), US Department of Transportation, US Federal 
Election Commission 

✓ Proven Track Record with Exceptional Performance Ratings  
✓ ISO 9001:2015 Certified Quality Management System 
✓ ISO 27001:2013 Certified Information Security Management System 
✓ CMMI Services v1.3 Maturity Level 2 Appraised Organization 
✓ Winner of Esteemed “Small Business Prime of the Year Award” from US Dept. of Treasury for 

outstanding Contract Performance 
✓ Partnership and Collaboration with Microsoft 
✓ Staff include Seasoned and Certified Practitioners  
✓ Low Prices 

 

 

 

 

Contact 

 

Elizabeth Snider 
ESnider@sdsolutionsllc.com  

540-860-0920 X 1 
 
 

Balaji Venkatesan 
BVenkatesan@sdsolutionsllc.com 

                   540-860-0920 X 2 
 
 

Client Testimonials 
 “The Contractor’s performance exceeded FEC’s 
expectation. Their level of professionalism 
remained consistent throughout the contract. 
Each step and phase of the project was, for the 
most part, ahead of schedule. This efficiency was 
of benefit, as a major modification had to be 
made to this project. Overall, I would state their 
performance was exceptional” 

- Acting CFO of US Federal Election 
Commission 
 

“Your outstanding contributions and service to 
the Department of Treasury/IRS is greatly 
appreciated and we want to commend you” 

- Acting Director of US Treasury Office of 
Small and Disadvantaged Business 
Utilization 
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